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Branding And Visual Ideny Style
WESTFIELD, NJ / ACCESSWIRE / June 21, 2021 / Bel Air LLC is an emerging brand that is designed to awaken the artistic perspective of individuals and it inspires them to act on their creative ideas.
The Bel Air LLC Brand Inspires People to Express Themselves and Create Remarkable Art
Several brands have updated their logo over the past few years in a clear attempt to stay in touch with the complete digitalization of the world around us, and now the Renault-owned Romanian carmaker ...
Dacia Follows Up the Bold Bigster Concept with Cool New Visual Brand Identity
London - Reed Exhibitions today announced its evolution to RX, with a refreshed visual identity and updated brand positioning. Building on its flagship events business, the company is ...
Reed Exhibitions Unveils New Brand Identity and Positioning
Between engaging different audiences across platforms and staying true to your brand message, marketing on social media can be difficult.
10 Tips For Ensuring Your Social Media Content Stays On-Brand
In a world full of brands, which ones stand out the most for consumers? Find out what true hero brands do that distinguish them from the crowd.
What You Can Learn From Brand Heroes Like Newman's Own, Burt's Bees and Ben & Jerry's
Romanian car manufacturer Dacia has revealed its new visual identity on Thursday, June 17, which was designed “for a modern, more digital brand, yet still true to its DNA.” The brand has a new logo ...
Romanian car brand Dacia unveils new visual identity, including new logo
(OSE: ENSU, OTCQB: ENMPY) today unveiled its visual brand identity and logo and released its updated website, following the announcement of the Ensurge brand name on 3 June 2021. The Ensurge brand ...
Ensurge Micropower Unveils Brand Identity and New Website
As noted on Typefaces (Fonts), the sans serif typeface for Brandeis University websites is Whitney ScreenSmart. Please contact us for access to Whitney ScreenSmart ...
Branding and Identity Guidelines
Half of consumers (50%) say that their opinion of a company is affected by corporate branding, such as advertisements about a company's values, according to Visual Objects, which helps businesses find ...
50% of Consumers Say Corporate Branding Affects Their Opinion of Companies, Finds New Data From Visual Objects
The Block N logo is the core element of the University's academic brand, and it should appear on the front of all University marketing communications and at the top of every University web page. The ...
Visual identity
Not all new ideas need a new brand. How to think strategically about introducing innovation into a brand portfolio to best further objectives and vision.
Is Launching a New Brand the Right Move for Your Company?
New Zealand-based Autex Acoustics has relaunched its branding, transforming "a tired, corporate identity into a modern, design-led brand". Founded in 1967, Autex Acoustics designs and manufactures ...
Autex Acoustics reveals new design-led visual identity
SLU's photographic style mirrors the University's openness ... Iconography and illustrations are integral elements of SLU's brand identity system. Both function as graphic aids in communications and ...
Photography and Visual Elements
As the leading provider of renewable natural gas (RNG) for the transportation industry, Clean Energy Fuels Corp. (NASDAQ: CLNE) is now well-positioned to turn their customers’ sustainability goals ...
Clean Energy Unveils New Visual Identity to Signify Its Role in a Future Carbon-Neutral World
including its visual brand identity, which we will do.” Though Mars Inc. said it was “evaluating all possibilities,” the company has yet to decide on the “exact changes” or possible ...
Uncle Ben's considering new 'visual identity' for products amid Aunt Jemima rebranding
A spokesperson said, “The new brand represents an important milestone in Aspen’s ongoing transformation to become a leading specialty [re]insurer. “Aspen’s new visual identity focuses on ...
Aspen Unveils New Global Brand Identity
Colgate, the brand found in more homes than any other, wants the whole world humming an optimistic tune. The iconic oral care brand has launched its new sonic brand identity, a suite of sonic assets ...
MassiveMusic applies science to develop Colgate's smile-inducing new sonic brand identity
Conceived by YT’s creative director, Andreas John and founder/CVO, Markus Flossmann, the film supports the brand’s previous, unapologetically bold storytelling campaigns, including 2018’s prequel, ...
People Are Turning Into Goats in Horror Film for Bike Brand YT Industries Starring Mads Mikkelsen
Romeo Power, Inc. (“Romeo Power”) (NYSE: RMO), an energy technology leader delivering advanced electrification solutions for complex commercial vehicle applications, today announced the unveiling of ...
Romeo Power Announces Rebranding, Reinforcing Investment in Innovation and Commitment to Long-Term Vision
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